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Abstract: In this paper, a formal definition of the global operator G6 is given. A new global
operator G′

6 is defined. G′
6 extends G6 and can be used on a wider class of generalized nets. For

a given GN E, the results of the work of E and G′
6(E) are the same.
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1. Introduction
Generalized Nets (GNs) are extensions of Petri nets and Petri net modications and extensions [1]
[2]. The idea for defining operators over Generalized Nets was introduced in [1], and up to now
essentially developed. Each operator maps to a given GN a new GN with specific properties.
The operators that can be applied over GNs fall into six categories: global, local, hierarchical,
reducing, extending and dynamical operators [3–5]. Global operators transform, according to a
definite procedure, an entire given GN or all its components of a given type.

OperatorG6 changes the form and the structure of a given GNE by shrinking each its “linear”
subnet into a single transition. We shall denote a linear GN every GN, for which first transition’s
outputs are the only inputs of the second one, the second transition’s outputs are the only inputs
of the third one, etc. [6]

G6 operator was introduced in [1] but not formally defined up to now. While the algorithm
for applyingG6 (and therefore its software implementation) seems straightforward at first glance,
there are many special cases that are not covered by the original definition.

In this paperG6 operator is formalized and its limitations are discussed. A new global operator,
G′

6, is as well introduced. It retains the original idea of G6, but unlike it, for a given GN E, the
results of the work of E and G′

6(E) are the same (on every step of their functioning).
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In [7] another global operator, G21, is modified to keep the structure of all removed compo-
nents. The purpose is to make the operator reversible. In this paper only some properties of the
removed components are saved, but with entirely different goal - to preserve the functioning and
results of the work of a given GN for each time step.

Proposed here GN operatorG′
6 is implemented in GN IDE - a graphical environment for visual

editing and simulation of GN models [8]. GN IDE is part of GN Lite - a software package for
modeling and simulation with GNs [12]. Currently GN Lite supports GNTCFL and JavaScript as
programming languages for predicates and characteristic functions in GN models. The software
implementation of G′

6 supports the JavaScript language.
In this paper with priA we shall denote the i-th projection of the n-dimensional set A where

n ∈ N, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. A full formal definition of a GN can be found in [2].

2. Formalization of G6

G6 operator is not initially formally defined [1]. For the purpose of this paper, as well as for the
software implementation of G6, we shall need a formal definition.

The purpose of G6 is to replace each “linear” sequence of transitions in a given GN with a
single transition. Figure 1 illustrates the effect of G6 on a sample GN with two linear sequences
of transitions.
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Figure 1: Sample generalized net (left) and the result of applying G6 on it (right)

We shall need the following definitions:
Definition 1. A linear sequence of transitions is the sequnce of transitions Z0, ..., Zn−1 if and

only if pr2Zi = pr1Zi+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 2.
Definition 2. A linear generalized net is a GN for which all transitions form a linear sequence.
Operator G6 can be formally defined as follows, according to the informal description in [1].

G6 transforms each linear sequence of transitions Z0, ..., Zk in E to a transition in the following
form:

⟨L′, L′′, t1, t2, r,M, ⟩

The input places for the new transition are all input places of the first transition. The output
places are the outputs of the last transition:
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L′ = pr1Z0

L′′ = pr2Zk

The first time component of the transition is equal to the first time component of the first
transition. The second time component is the sum of the second time components of all transitions
belonging to the subnet:

t1 = pr3Z0

t2 =
k∑

i=0

pr4Zi

The predicate matrix and the capacity matrix are compositions of old transitions’ predicate
and capacity index matrices, respectively. Each element in r is a disjunction of conjunctions of
all possible paths between the two places, while in M it is the maximum value of all minimum
capacities of each possible path. We shall use the following recursive function to define r andM :

h(t, p, c1, c2, li, lj) =

{
prp(Zt)li,lj if t = 0

c1{c2(h(t− 1, p, c1, c2, li,m), prp(Zt)m,lj )|m ∈ pr1Zt} else

r = [pr1Z, pr2Z, {h(k, 5,∨,∧, li, lj)}]
M = [pr1Z, pr2Z, {h(k, 6,max,min, li, lj)}]

= pr7Z1

The characteristic function Φ for each output place lj ∈ pr2Z executes the characteristic
functions of all places along all possible paths between the previous place li of the token and
curren output place lj . Φlj can be defined via the following pseudocode:

begin
for each possible path li,m1, ...,mk, lj

ifWli,m1 ∧Wm1,m2 ∧ ... ∧Wmk,lj

execute Φm1

...
execute Φmk

,
execute Φlj

end if
end for

end

The list of all possible paths between li and lj can be generated recursively, using the idea for
r andM . Wl′,l′′ is the predicate for the arc between l′ and l′′, taken from the predicate matrix of
corresponding transition Z (such that l′ ∈ pr1Z ∧ l′′ ∈ pr2Z). All received characteristic values
are remembered in the characteristic history the same way as in E (before applying G6).
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3. A comparison of the functioning of E and G6(E)

The so defined operator G6 cannot be applied on a given GN E if some of its predicates or char-
acteristic functions depends on a place, removed by the operator. For example, in E a given
predicate checks whether l, an internal place of a linear subnet, is non-empty. In G6(E) place l
no longer exists.

If any of the following conditions is not satisfied, E and G6(E) may not produce the same
result:

• Predicates and characteristic functions in a linear subnet must not depend on characteristic
values obtained by a characteristic function of a removed place. For example, let token α
has initial characteristic equal to 0. The characteristic function for some place l sets it to 1,
then some predicateW checks whether the characteristic ofα is greater than 0 and the result
is true. In G6(E) the combined predicate checks if the characteristic of α is greater than
0, but it is still equal to 0, because the combined characteristic function is not yet executed.

• If a characteristic function Φl is executed for a token α, Φl should not set characteristics of
tokens different than α.

• Transition types of Z2, ..., Zk should have the form of disjunctions, i.e. ∨(l1, ..., ln), where
l1, ..., ln are the inputs of the corresponding transition.

• Priorities of all internal (subject to removal) output places of a given transition should be
equal. In G6(E) priorities of individual removed places are lost.

• Capacities of all internal output places of a given transition should be equal.

• Capacities of all removed incoming arcs (outcoming arcs, respectively) of a given transition
should be equal.

In the next section a new global operator G′
6 that does not enforce the above restrictions is

introduced.

4. New global operator G′6
The modified version ofG6 compresses all linear paths in a given GN E the same way asG6, but
with one significant difference. For each transition that replaces a linear fragment a loop is added
where incoming tokens are collected. If the linear subnet has k+ 1 transitions, tokens pass k− 1
times through the new place, before they leave the loop and enter some output place. This way the
functioning of E in the time is not altered. The characteristic function of the new place combines
all of the characteristic functions, predicates, and transition types of all removed components. For
each token it imitates the process of passing through different places accross the path. To achieve
this, it adds a characteristic named virtual_host to each token that enters the place. The value
of the new characteristic is the nonexisting place, which the token would enter if the operator
was not applied. The new loop also simplifies the transformation of predicates and characteristic
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functions. If a given predicate or function depends on a removed place, it will be modified to refer
to the place from the loop and filter the tokens by virtual_host, as described later in this section.

Because of the new loop added, the new version of the operator requires each replaced subnet
in E to be the largest possible linear subnet in E, containing the given set of transitions. We shall
denote a maximal linear subnet every subnet F in E, for which adding any adjacent transition to
it makes it non-linear.

Figure 2 shows a GN E with two linear sequences of transitions before and after G′
6(E) is

applied.
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Figure 2: Sample generalized net and the result of applying G′
6 on it

G′
6 transforms the transitions Z0, ..., Zk of each maximal linear subnet of a given GN E to a

single transition in the following form:

⟨L′, L′′, t1, t2, r, ∗, ⟩

The input places for the new transitions are all input places of the first transition, as well as a
new place l∗:

L′ = pr1Z0 ∪ {l∗}

The output places are the outputs of the last transition, as well as the new place l∗:

L′′ = pr2Zk ∪ {l∗}

A new token σ enters place l∗. Its purpose is to save some parameters of the transitions and
places removed by G′

6. Its initial characteristic has the following form:

xσ = ⟨{⟨l, (pr4pr1E)(l)⟩|l ∈ pr1Z1 ∪ ...pr1Zk},

pr6Z0 + ...+ pr6Zk,

{⟨Z, ⟨pr3Z, pr4Z⟩⟩|Z ∈ {Z0, ..., Zk}}⟩,

where pr4pr1E is the capacity function c of E, and pr6Z denotes the capacity matrix of a given
transitionZ. The first component of xσ keeps the capacities of all internal places in the subnet, the
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second one is a single index matrix containing the capacities of all arcs, and the third one specifies
the time components of the removed transitions.

Token σ enters the net in the first time moment of its functioning.

θK(σ) = T1

b(σ) =∞
The first and the second time components of the transition are the same as in G6:

t1 = pr3Z0

t2 =
k∑

i=0

pr4Zi

Since predicates and characteristic functions of E may depend on places removed by G′
6, all

predicates and characteristic functions must be modified as follows:

In E In G′
6(E)

getting the place where a given token is situ-
ated

getting the value of virtual_host

getting a list of all tokens in place l getting a list of all tokens in l∗ for which
virtual_host = l

With Rl∗(f) we shall denote a characteristic function or predicate f with substituted function
calls as described above. The formal definition of the above substitutions depends on the function
language used (e.g. GNTCFL or JavaScript). We shall define Rl∗( ) for transition types too.
Rl∗( ) checks the type of a removed transition:

Rl∗(l) = ∃α : virtual_host = l

Rl∗(∨( 1, ..., n)) = Rl∗( 1) ∨ ... ∨Rl∗( n)

Rl∗(∧( 1, ..., n)) = Rl∗( 1) ∧ ... ∧Rl∗( n)

where α is a token in l∗.
We shall also define the following function in order to simplify next definitions. It checks

whether a given removed transition Z is active at current time moment t using data from σ:

active(Z) = pr1(pr3σ(Z)) ≤ t ≤ pr1(pr3σ(Z)) + pr2(pr3σ(Z))

The predicate matrix has the following form:

r =
l′′1 . . . l′′m l∗

l′1 false . . . false W1,∗
...

...
...

...
l′n false . . . false Wn,∗
l∗ W∗,1 . . . W∗,m true
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where:
Wi,∗ = active(Z0) ∧ pr7Z0 = true ∧ (W ′

l′i,m0
∨ ... ∨W ′

l′i,mp
)

for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, where pr2Z0 = {m0, ...,mp} are the outputs of the first transition, ordered
by priority in descending order, i.e. πL(m0) ≥ ... ≥ πL(mp), and

W ′
l′,l′′ = pr1x

σ(l′′) > 0 ∧ pr2x
σ
l′,l′′ > 0 ∧Rl∗(pr5Z0)l′,l′′ ;

W∗,j = active(Zk) ∧ virtual_host ∈ pr1Zk ∧Rl∗(pr7Zk) = true

∧pr2xσ
virtual_host,l′′j

> 0 ∧Rl∗(pr5Zk)virtual_host,l′′j

for every 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
Predicate evaluation intentionally is placed at the end of the corresponding expression. In

optimized versions of the algorithm for token transfer in GNs [9] [2] predicates are not checked if
corresponding output places are full, capacity of corresponding arcs are zeroes, etc. The software
implementation of the conjunction operator in many programming languages is optimized so if
the left argument is equal to false, the right argument is not evaluated.

The transition’s type is as follows:

= pr7Z0 ∨ l∗,

where pr7Z0 is the type of the first transition (Z0).
The new transition has the highest priority of all transitions in the linear subnet:

πA(Z) = max(πA(Z0), ..., πA(Zk)) + 1

The new place l∗ has the highest priority among all places in the whole net E:

πL(l
∗) = max{πL(l)|l ∈ L \ {l∗}}+ 1,

where
L = pr1pr1pr1E ∪ pr2pr1pr1E

are all places in E.
The capacity of l∗ is infinity, i.e. c(l∗) = ∞. This is because token movement decisions for

the removed places are based on the information saved in σ. Same aplies for transition times.
They are not modified by θZ1 and θZ2 .

The characteristic function Φl′i
, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n, extends the previous Rl∗(Φl′i

). In addition
to the old behavior, the new function also decreases the capacities of the corresponding arcs and
places in σ.

Φl′′j
, where 1 ≤ j ≤ m, extends the previous characteristic function for l′′j . It removes the

virtual_host characteristic from each token that enters the corresponding place. This is done
before the original functionality of Φl′′j

(again modified by Rl∗).
Φl∗ imitates the functioning of the removed subnet. We shall define it via the following pseu-

docode (α is current token for which Φl∗ is executed):
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begin
if virtual_host is not set − i.e. α has just entered l∗

prev ← corresponding removed place for which predicateW ′ is evaluated as true
virtual_host← prev

else
Z ← the only Z for which virtual_host ∈ pr1Z
if active(Z) ∧Rl∗(pr7Z) = true

outputs← pr2Z, sorted by priority in descending order
if ∃l ∈ outputs : (pr2x

σ)virtual_host,l > 0 ∧ pr1x
σ(l) >

0 ∧Rl∗(pr5Z)virtual_host,l
prev ← virtual_host
virtual_host← l

end if
end if

end if
pr1x

σ(virtual_host)← pr1x
σ(virtual_host)− 1

− decreasing capacity of
virtual_host in σ. (pr2x

σ)prev,virtual_host ← (pr2x
σ)prev,virtual_host − 1
− decreasing corresponding arc

capacity.
execute Rl∗(Φvirtual_host)
pr1(pr3σ(Z))← pr6pr1E(pr1(pr3σ(Z))) − updating t1 of Z in σ using θ1
pr2(pr3σ(Z))← pr7pr1E(pr2(pr3σ(Z))) − updating t2 of Z in σ using θ2

end

OperatorG′
6 also transforms predicates of all retained transitions {Z|Z ∈ pr1pr1E \ {Z0, ...,

Zk}} and the characteristic function for all retained places by applying operator Rl∗ , described
earlier in this section. This ensures that no predicate or function in G′

6(E) will function properly
after removing the unnecessary places from the net.

For significantly wider class of generalized nets for which token splitting and merging is not
allowed, i.e. dynamical operators DD(2, 1) and DD(2, 4) [2] is not be defined for them, every
given GN E and G′

6(E) function in the same way and the result of their work is the same. Since
GNs are Turing-complete, it is not always possible for G′

6 to retain the functioning of a given
GN. For example, if some function, no matter if it knows about any new σ token, iterates over
all tokens in all input or output places of the first or last transition in some linear subnet, it may
eventually reach σ and modify it, making the result of G′

6(E)’s functioning unpredictable.

5. Conclusion
The so-defined new global operator simplifies a given generalized net E while not altering its
functioning and the results of its work. G6 andG′

6, as well as the other GN operators, can be used
for model refactoring.
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G6 is important for checking properties (correctness, equivalence, etc.) of procedural [10] and
object-oriented programs [11].

Future work on the topic will include:
• Extending G′

6 to support token splitting and merging.
• Formalization and extensions of other GN operators.
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